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User Interface

In Government



What is a CUI?

*REFERENCE: Brownlee, J. (2016, April 14). Conversational 
Interfaces, Explained. Retrieved from 
https://www.fastcodesign.com/3058546/conversational-
interfaces-explained

Any UI that mimics chatting with a real human
Instead of communicating with a computer on its own inhuman 

terms–by clicking on icons and entering syntax-specific commands–
you interact with it on yours, by just telling it what to do.



CUI

Also known as…



• Cost savings from chatbots are expected to be over $8B by 2022 (~350% CAGR)
• 80% of organizations are already using—or intend to use—chatbots by 2020.
• 30% of 2018 tech interactions will be through voice
• 45% of chatbot users prefer a chatbot as primary communication for customer 

service
• 35.6M Americans use CUIs monthly

Upward 
Trends

*REF: Chatbots Magazine Source: https://chatbotsmagazine.com/trends-driving-the-chatbot-growth-77b78145bac
*REF: Business Insider Source: http://www.businessinsider.com/chatbot-market-stats-trends-size-ecosystem-research-2017-10
*REF: TechCrunch Source: https://techcrunch.com/2017/08/25/majority-of-u-s-consumers-still-download-zero-apps-per-month-says-comscore/
*REF: Futurum Source: https://futurumresearch.com/top-digital-transformation-trends-government/

• 50,000+ new iOS apps/month
• Messaging is the New Platform
• Bots are replacing Apps
• 1 bot can integrate with several apps

• AI predicted to assist with up to 30% of gov. employee tasks in the next decade
• 65% of public service leaders say creating a personalized citizen experience is a 

priority
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Upward TrendsChatbot market expected to be $1.23B by 2025 OR ~25% compounded growth/Yr. (CAGR – Compounded Annual Growth Rate) – The market is growing rapidly but still in very early stages. Cost savings from chatbots are expected to be over $8B by 2022 OR ~350% CAGR (Compounded Annual Growth Rate)30% of 2018 tech interactions will be through voice – Improvements in Language understanding AI along with the rising prominence of cheap voice enabled interfaces such as the Amazon Echo and Google home AND digital assistants such as Amazon’s Alexa, Apple’s Siri, and Microsoft’s Cortana have made voice bot interactions an easy go to get increasingly complex information.45% of chatbot users prefer chatbots as primary communication for customer service inquiries. People who have interacted with chatbots see the potential in chatbots alleviating their customer service needs better and faster than human interaction.App Fatigue50,000+ new iOS apps/month - too many installs, updates, and need to learn new mobile apps. Messaging is the New Platform, Bots are the New Apps: Messenger apps are becoming a platform on which to build chatbots with almost any application you can think of.CUI for GovernmentSolve increasingly complex problems – Chatbot services are constantly being improved on and proving to be capable of solving more and more complex tasks.AI deep learning gets better with more data – The more data you provide to a deep learning algorithm, the better and more accurate it gets. i.e. the more repetitions of an instance, the better it gets at what it was designed to do.



Human-like Interactions
Natural Language Support

Enhanced Customer Experience
ADA – Addressing Functional Needs

Multi Language Support
Faster Customer Service

Reduce Repetition – Increase Creativity
Beyond Point and Click
Advancements in ML/AI

Why use 
CUI?
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Advancements in AI: Deep learning, Machine learning, Natural language processing, Sentiment analysis have all improved to a point where they are not only affordable, they are realistic to implement. The largest tech companies are providing their AI technologies as a service so you get the latest updates and can plug in new features at any time. Single-screen convenience: With CUI, all interactions happen on a single screen using a single mode of communication. According to an industry rule of thumb, a well-designed conversational user interface can result in up to 2x more conversion than their traditional GUI counterparts.Computing propagates beyond point-and-click mediums such as laptops, tablets and smartphones, to cars, thermostats, home appliances and now even watches ... and glasses.Rise of the native chat users: Chat has become the most preferred interface on smartphones. According to a recent study, WhatsApp, SMS, Messenger, and other such text-based chat interfaces constitute 75 percent of the time people spend on their smartphonesHumanizing the experience: CUIs make you feel like you’re interacting with a friend. As we move into the CUI era, the one factor that will determine its success is how well we are able to humanize the experience.
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